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Abstract

We construct the freest idempotent-pure expansion of an inverse semigroup, generalizing an expansion
of Margolis and Meakin for the group case. We also generalize the Birget-Rhodes prefix expansion
to inverse semigroups with an application to partial actions of inverse semigroups. In the process of
generalizing the latter expansion, we are led to a new class of idempotent-pure homomorphisms which
we termF-morphisms. These play the same role in the theory of idempotent-pure homomorphisms that
F-inverse monoids play in the theory ofE-unitary inverse semigroups.
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Birget-Rhodes expansion.

1. Introduction

Expansions have played an important role in the semigroup theory literature, yet the
only widely used ‘expansions’ in inverse semigroup theory have had as domain the
category of groups: namely the prefix expansion of Birget and Rhodes [3], and the
Cayley graph expansion of the second author and Meakin [11]. In this paper, we,
amongst other things, make these constructions true expansions by generalizing them
to arbitrary inverse semigroups. Applications are given to partial actions of inverse
semigroups.

The prefix expansion turns out to have a universal property in terms of what
we shall callF-morphisms. These are surjective homomorphisms' : S → T of
inverse semigroups such thatt'−1 has a maximum for eacht ∈ T ; such morphisms
are necessarily idempotent-pure. An inverse monoid isF-inverse if and only if its
maximal group image homomorphism is anF-morphism. We show thatF-morphisms
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are the analog ofF-inverse monoids when one transfers the theory ofE-unitary inverse
semigroups to surjective idempotent-pure homomorphisms. In particular, we prove
that if ' : S → T is idempotent-pure, then' = jþ with j an embedding andþ an
F-morphism. From this, one obtains in a straightforward way Billhardt’s result on
factoring idempotent-pure morphisms through½-semidirect product projections.

2. Notation

Let A be a set and̃A = A ∪ A−1. We will denote byÃ+ (Ã∗) the free semigroup
(monoid) with involution onA and by FG.A/ the free group onA. If S is an A-
generated inverse semigroup andw ∈ Ã+, then[w]S will denote the image ofw in S.
If S is an inverse semigroup,E.S/ will denote the idempotents ofS. In this paper,
we will only deal with inverse semigroups. We leave to the reader the straightforward
adjustments needed to handle the case of inverse monoids.

Inverse semigroup presentations will be written Inv〈A | R〉 whereA is the gener-
ating set andR the set of relations.

We useInv for the category of inverse semigroups and homomorphisms, and we
useInv A for the category ofA-generated inverse semigroups with homomorphisms
respecting the generators. Homomorphisms will also be called morphisms.

Green’s relations and the natural partial order for inverse semigroups will be used
throughout; see [10, 16].

3. Expansions

An expansion of inverse semigroupsis a functorF : Inv → Inv equipped with
a natural transformation� : F → 1Inv such that each component�S : F.S/ → S
is surjective; expansions were introduced by Birget and Rhodes [2]. In other words,
an expansion assigns to each inverse semigroupS a semigroupF.S/ and an onto
morphism�S : F.S/ → S such that whenever− : S → T is a morphism, the
following diagram commutes:

F.S/ F.T/

S T:

F.− /

�S

−

�T

An expansion of inverse semigroups cut-to-generatorsis an assignment to each set
A of a functorFA : Inv A → Inv A with a natural transformation�A : FA → 1Inv A . In
general, we will consider a fixed setA and drop the subscript from the notation.
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4. Scḧutzenberger graphs

Recall that two elementss; t of an inverse semigroupSare said to beR-equivalent
if ss−1 = t t−1. TheR-class ofs is denotedRs. If S is generated byA, then, for
w ∈ Ã+, the Scḧutzenberger graph ofw, S.w/, has verticesR[w]S and edges of the
form .s; a; t/ wherea ∈ A, s; t ∈ R[w]S, andsa = t . If .s; a; t/ is an edge, then
.t; a−1; s/ will represent the same edge thought of as being traversed in the opposite
direction. The idempotent[ww−1]S is taken as the initial vertex and[w]S as the final
vertex. Observe thatS.w/ is dependent only on[w]S and so we can writeS.s/, for
s ∈ S, without ambiguity. Also note that any twoR-equivalent elements ofS have
the same graph, up to the choice of the terminal vertex, whileD-equivalent elements
have isomorphic Scḧutzenberger graphs (here, up to the choice of initial and terminal
vertices). Scḧutzenberger graphs were introduced by Stephen [21].

We let L.S.w// be the collection of all words of̃A+ which read a path inS.w/
from the initial vertex to the terminal vertex. It is easy to check thatv ∈ L.S.w// if
and only if [w]S ≤ [v]S in the natural partial order. Schützenberger graphs are well
known [21] to be inversegraphs meaning that if a Schützenberger graph has edges
.s; a; t/; .s; a; t ′/ with a ∈ Ã, thent = t ′. Hence every word iñA+ labels at most one
path into or out of any vertex. In general, aninverse automatonis a connected inverse
graph with distinguished initial and terminal vertices.

We observe that if' : T → S is a morphism ofA-generated inverse semigroups
respecting generators then' induces, for eachw ∈ Ã+, an automaton morphism
'w : S.w/T → S.w/S (where the subscript indicates which semigroup is being con-
sidered). A morphism is calledidempotent-pureif the inverse images of idempotents
consist of idempotents. For a morphism ofA-generated inverse semigroups, this is
equivalent to asking that'w be an embedding for eachw ∈ Ã+. This follows from
the following well-known facts: a morphism is idempotent-pure if and only if it is
injective when restricted toR-classes [10]; a morphism of inverse automata is an
embedding if and only if it is injective on the vertex set [20, 21]. For the case of
E-unitary inverse semigroups, see [12].

The following key observation is due to Stephen [21].

PROPOSITION4.1. Let S be an A-generated inverse semigroup andv;w ∈ Ã+.
Then[v]S = [w]S if and only if L.S.v// = L.S.w//.

In particular, if all the Scḧutzenberger graphs ofSare finite, the word problem forS
is solvable provided the Schützenberger automata are constructible. Indeed, there is
an algorithm to check whether two finite automata accept the same language. Often
this can be done, see [21].

COROLLARY 4.2. Let Sbe anA-generated inverse semigroup with finiteR-classes.
ThenS is residually finite.
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PROOF. The transition semigroups of the Schützenberger graphs are clearly homo-
morphic images ofSand are finite since theR-classes are finite. Supposev;w ∈ Ã∗

are such that[v]S 6= [w]S, then L.S.v// 6= L.S.w// by Proposition4.1, sov and
w cannot act the same on the vertices of bothS.v/ andS.w/. Thusv andw can be
separated in a finite image ofS.

Hence, by a well-known result of Evans [6], it follows that if Shas finite Scḧutzen-
berger graphs, is recursively presented, and one can effectively enumerate the finite
inverse semigroups satisfying the defining relations ofS, then one can decide the word
problem forS.

The following is observed in [13].

PROPOSITION4.3. SupposeS = Inv〈A | R〉 where R consists of relations of the
form tm = tm+n with n ≤ m. Then the Scḧutzenberger graphs ofSare finite.

This will also follow from our results (although the proof is basically the same).
Note that ifs; t ∈ S, then, since theR-relation is a left congruence, left multipli-

cation bys on the vertex set ofS.t/ induces a labeled graph morphism fromS.t/ to
S.st/ respecting the terminal vertices (though not necessarily the initial vertices). On
the other hand, left multiplication bystt−1s−1 is easily seen to induce a labeled graph
morphism fromS.s/ to S.st/ respecting the initial vertices (but not necessarily the
terminal vertices); this follows since.st/.st/−1 = stt−1s−1 ≤ ss−1. If X is a subgraph
of S.t/, thens X will denote the image ofX (in S.st/) under the action ofs. Observe
that if t ∈ s−1sS(or, equivalently,t t−1 ≤ s−1s), then left multiplication bys induces
an isomorphism of labeled graphs (with inverse, left multiplication bys−1).

LEMMA 4.4. Let S be anA-generated inverse semigroup andu; v ∈ Ã+. Suppose
that Pu is the path read inS.u/ from [uu−1]S by u and Pv is the path read in
S.v/ from [vv−1]S by v. Then the path read byuv in S.uv/ from [uv.uv/−1]S is
[uvv−1u−1]SPu ∪ [u]SPv.

PROOF. From what we have so far observed,[uvv−1u−1]SPu is a path labeled byu
from [uv.uv/−1]S in S.uv/ whose endpoint must be[uvv−1u−1u]S = [uvv−1]S. On
the other hand,u Pv is a path labeled byv in S.uv/ with endpoint[uv]S and hence
whose starting point is[uvv−1]S. It thus follows that the path read byuv in S.uv/ is
precisely[uvv−1u−1]SPu ∪ [u]SPv.

We end this section with a related proposition.

LEMMA 4.5. Let S be an A-generated inverse semigroup andu ∈ Ã+. Suppose
u = vw. Then inS.u/, the pathsu anduw−1 use the same edges. Also,uRuw−1.
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PROOF. Clearly any edges used in readingu is used in readinguw−1. While
readingu = vw from [uu−1]S to [u]S, we read a pathP labeled byw from [uu−1v]S

to [u]S. Henceuw−1 first traverses the path labeled byu and then backtracks over the
subpathP: no new edges are used. The second statement follows since

uw−1.uw−1/−1 = uw−1wu−1 = vww−1ww−1v−1 = vww−1v−1 = uu−1.

5. Free idempotent-pure expansions

In this section, we introduce an expansion cut-to-generators. /Sl such that each
component of the natural transformation� is idempotent-pure, and with the following
universal property: if' : T → S is an idempotent-pure morphism (T generated by
A), then there is a unique (necessarily idempotent-pure) morphism : SSl → T such
that ' = �S.

5.1. Presentations Before giving an explicit construction, we will give a presen-
tation for SSl and show, using Proposition4.3, that the Scḧutzenberger graphs of this
semigroup are finite.

Let S = Inv〈A | R〉. ThenSSl has presentation Inv〈A | R′〉 whereR′ consists of
all relationsu = u2 with [u]S an idempotent; if² is the congruence associated toS,
then the congruence associated toSSl is denoted²min in [16]. Clearly, the congruence
generated byR′ is contained in that ofR, so�S : SSl → S exists. Since the image
under a morphism of an idempotent is an idempotent, it is clear that. /Sl is a functor
and � a natural transformation. The finiteness of the Schützenberger graphs now
follows from Proposition4.3. By construction,�S is idempotent-pure and universal
for this property. Note that ifS has decidable word problem, the above presentation
is recursive.

We would like to obtain an explicit representation of this expansion (this was done
for the case thatS is a group by the second author and Meakin [11]). This will allow us
to better understand Green’s relations for the resulting inverse semigroupSSl as well as
to see such properties as, for instance, the finiteness ofS andA implies the finiteness
of SSl. This can be proved by Brown’s theorem [5], but our representation will make
this, as well as the finiteness of the Schützenberger graphs in general, evident.

First we describe explicitly the congruence oñA+ giving rise toSSl.

THEOREM 5.1. Let S be anA-generated inverse semigroup. Define a relation on
Ã+ by u ≡ v if [u]S = [v]S, andu andv use the same edges in their respective runs
from [uu−1]S = [vv−1]S in S.u/ = S.v/. Then≡ is a congruence andSSl = Ã+=≡.

PROOF. Clearly ≡ is an equivalence relation. That it is a congruence containing
the Wagner congruence [10] follows immediately from Lemma4.4. We now show
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that it has the universal property ofSSl. Suppose∼ is a congruence oñA+ such that

u ∼ v H⇒ [u]S = [v]S;

[u]S = [u]2
S H⇒ u ∼ u2:

Let T = Ã+=∼. Then the natural morphism' : T → S is idempotent-pure. Suppose
u; v ∈ Ã+ and u ≡ v. Then we have the following:'u : S.u/T → S.u/S is an
embedding,u runs from[uu−1]T to [u]T in S.u/T , andv runs from[uu−1]S to [u]S

in S.u/S using edges inS.u/T'u. Thusv ∈ L.S.u/T/ whence[u]T ≤ [v]T . A
symmetric argument shows that[v]T ≤ [u]T so[u]T = [v]T . Therefore≡⊆∼ and the
result follows.

Note that ifShas a decidable word problem, this presentation is recursive.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let Sbe anA-generated inverse semigroup andu ∈ Ã+ such that
u = vw and[u]S = [uw−1]S. Then[u]SSl = [uw−1]SSl . In particular, if [u]m

S = [u]m+n
S

with n ≤ m, then[u]m
SSl = [u]m+n

SSl .

PROOF. This follows immediately from Lemma4.5.

COROLLARY 5.3. Let S = Inv〈A | R〉 where R consists entirely of relations of
the formu = uw−1 whereu = vw, w ∈ Ã+. ThenSSl = S, that is, S has no
non-trivial, idempotent-pureA-generated extensions. In particular, this holds ifR
consists entirely of relations of the formtm = tm+n with n ≤ m.

5.2. Structure We now describe the structure of this expansion. LetS be an
A-generated inverse semigroup. LetT be the collection of inverse automata overA
which can be obtained as the (finite, connected) subautomaton ofS.w/ used in reading
w from [ww−1]S to [w]S for somew ∈ Ã+. Let T be the set of all.X; s/ ∈ T × S
such thatX has initial statess−1 and final states (so, by definition ofT , X ⊆ S.s/).
We define a multiplication by

.X1; s1/.X2; s2/ = .s1s2s−1
2 s−1

1 X1 ∪ s1X2; s1s2/:

From Lemma4.4, it is clear that ifX1 ∈ T corresponds tow1 ∈ Ã+ andX2 corresponds
tow2, thens1s2s−1

2 s−1
1 X1 ∪ s1X2 corresponds tow1w2. Thus the multiplication onT

is well defined. It is easily checked to be associative and the resulting semigroup is
inverse: .X; s/−1 = .s−1X; s−1/. In fact, the above argument shows that the map
' : Ã+ → T defined byw' = .X; [w]S/, whereX is the collection of edges used
in readingw from [ww−1]S to [w]S in S.w/, is a surjection and that the congruence
associated to' is ≡. ThusT = SSl. The map toS is just the projection to the second
coordinate. Summing it all up, we have the following result.
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THEOREM 5.4. Let S be an A-generated inverse semigroup. ThenSSl consists of
all pairs .X; s/ wheres ∈ Sand there is a wordw ∈ Ã+ such that[w]S = s and X is
the subautomaton ofS.w/ used in readingw from the initial vertex. The operations
are given by:

.X1; s1/.X2; s2/ = .s1s2s−1
2 s−1

1 X1 ∪ s1X2; s1s2/;

.X; s/−1 = .s−1X; s−1/:

The natural transformation�S is the projection toS; the map fromÃ+ to SSl takesw
to .X; [w]S/ whereX is the set of edges read byw in S.w/.

For example, ifS is a group, thenSSl consists of all pairs.X; s/ wheres ∈ S and
X is a finite, connected subgraph of the Cayley graph ofS containing 1 ands, soSSl

is just the expansion of [11] applied toS.
We observe that the above inverse semigroup does not in general consist of all pairs

.X; s/whereX is a finite, connected subgraph ofS.s/ containingss−1 ands. Indeed,
if S is the free inverse semigroup onx, then the pair.X; x2x−2/ whereX consists just
of the edge.x2x−2; x; x2x−2x/ (and its reverse) is not a valid element ofSSl = S as
no word mapping tox2x−2 can avoid passing through the vertexx2.

In [13], it is shown that for the free inverse semigroups satisfyingxn = xn+1, any
finite connected inverse automaton over the same alphabet whose transition inverse
monoid satisfiesxn = xn+1 can be a Scḧutzenberger graph. The question for the free
inverse semigroups satisfyingxn = x2n seems interesting and hard.

We now restate Theorem5.4 in a way which makes it clearer which graphs come
up, giving a more semantic description ofSSl.

PROPOSITION5.5. Let S be anA-generated inverse semigroup. ThenSSl consists
of all pairs .X; s/ whereX is a finite connected subgraph ofS.s/ containingss−1; s
and there is a wordw reading fromss−1 to s using all the edges ofX such thatw
cannot be read inS.t/ (from t t−1 to t) for anyt > s. The operations are given by:

.X1; s1/.X2; s2/ = .s1s2s−1
2 s−1

1 X1 ∪ s1X2; s1s2/;

.X; s/−1 = .s−1X; s−1/:

The natural transformation�S is the projection toS; the map fromÃ+ to SSl takesw
to .X; [w]S/ whereX is the set of edges read byw in S.w/.

PROOF. First we show that if.X; s/ is as in the theorem statement, then there is a
wordw with [w]S = s and such thatw uses precisely the edges ofX in S.w/ when
reading fromss−1 to s. Indeed, letw be a word reading inX from ss−1 to s using
every edge ofX and which cannot be read on anyS.t/ (from t t−1 to t) with t > s.
Then[w]S ≥ s. Sincew can be read onS.w/, it follows [w]S = s.
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Suppose now that.X; s/ is a valid element ofSSl according to Theorem5.4. Choose
w so that[w]S = s andw uses precisely the edges ofX in S.w/ when reading from
ss−1 to s. Suppose there existst > s such thatw can be read onS.t/ from t t−1 to t .
Thens = [w]S ≥ t , a contradiction.

In our earlier example, any word readable onX is readable onS.x/.
In fact it is not hard to show that ifS is E-unitary, then the pairs.X; s/ which arise

in SSl correspond to those subgraphsX of S.s/ containingss−1; s such that there is
no subgraphY ⊆ S.t/ with ss−1Y = X andt > s. We do not have as satisfactory a
description in general.

Observe that since�S is idempotent-pure, the idempotents ofSSl are all pairs of the
form .X; e/ with e ∈ E.S/. Note that the initial and final states ofX will coincide.

Our coordinatization makes the following result obvious.

COROLLARY 5.6. Let A be finite andS be a finiteA-generated inverse semigroup.
ThenSSl is also finite.

Let S = ⋃
s∈SS.s/. Then the left representation ofS on itself induces an action

of S on the free semilatticesF on the set of edges ofS. One can then realizeSSl

as an inverse subsemigroup of the½-semidirect productF o½ S in an obvious way.
See [1, 10] for the definitions of½-semidirect products.

Our next goal is to characterize Green’s relations onSSl. In particular, we show
that the Scḧutzenberger graphs ofSSl are finite. For the rest of this section, we
fix an A-generated inverse semigroupS. Since most of the results are straightfor-
ward calculations (or one can use general results about½-semidirect products or
L-representations [1, 10]), we omit the proofs.

PROPOSITION5.7. Let .X; s/; .Y; t/ ∈ SSl. Then.X; s/ ≤ .Y; t/ if and only ifs ≤ t
andss−1Y ⊆ X.

Now we can turn to the Green’s relations. The easiest to handle will be theR-
relation. First we remark that it is easy to see that if.X; s/ ∈ SSl and t ∈ Ver.X/
(where Ver.X/ is the set of vertices ofX), then.X; t/ ∈ SSl.

PROPOSITION5.8. Let .X; s/ ∈ SSl. Then.Y; t/R.X; s/ if and only if tRs and X
andY agree except for the terminal vertex.

Dually,

PROPOSITION5.9. Let.X; s/ ∈ SSl. Then.Y; t/L.X; s/ if and only iftLs ands−1X
andt−1Y agree except for the terminal vertex.
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The above results shows that theL andR-classes are finite. However, much more
can be said.

PROPOSITION5.10. Letw ∈ Ã+. Then.�S/w : S.w/SSl → S.w/S is an embedding
with imageX where.X; [w]S/ = [w]SSl. In other words,S..X; s// is isomorphic to
X under the map which forgets the first coordinate.

PROOF. The two statements are clearly equivalent. By Proposition5.8, theR-class
of an element.X; s/ consists of all pairs.Y; t/ whereY is obtained by changing
the terminal vertex ofX to t . Thus�S maps the vertices ofS..X; s// bijectively
to the vertices ofX. To complete the proof, we need to show that if.s; a; t/ is an
edge ofX, then..X; s/; a; .X; t// is an edge ofS..X; s//. But we have already seen
.X; s/R.X; t/and ifw ∈ Ã maps to.X; s/, then since.s; a; t/ is an edge ofX ⊆ S.t/,
it follows that [wa]S = t and uses precisely the edges ofX. Thus..X; s/; a; .X; t//
is an edge ofS..X; s// as desired. The result follows.

COROLLARY 5.11. For any set A and A-generated inverse semigroupS, the
Scḧutzenberger graphs ofSSl are all finite.

TheH-relation has a particularly pleasant description.

PROPOSITION5.12. Let .X; e/ be an idempotent ofSSl. Then theH-class of.X; e/
is isomorphic to the subgroup ofHe (theH-class ofe) taking X to itself under left
multiplication. In particular, if the maximal subgroups ofS are torsion-free,SSl is
combinatorial (has only trivial subgroups).

PROOF. One easily verifies that.Y; t/H.X; e/ if and only if Y = X, t ∈ He and
t X = X. It now follows that the projection toSgives the desired isomorphism. Since
theR-classes ofSSl are finite, so are theH-classes whence the final statement.

We remark that theD-classes ofSSl are finite since theL andR-classes are finite.

5.3. Applications We present an application to the theory of varieties. IfV is a
variety of inverse semigroups (a class closed under products, inverse subsemigroups,
and quotients), thenSl ©m V is the variety generated by inverse semigroups with an
idempotent-pure morphism to an inverse semigroup inV. A general nonsense-type
argument shows ifFV.A/ is the relatively freeA-generated inverse semigroup inV,
thenFV.A/Sl is the A-generated relatively free inverse semigroup inSL ©m V. Hence
we can deduce the following.

THEOREM5.13. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups. Then the relatively free
inverse semigroup inSl©m V on any finite set has finiteR-classes and Schützenberger
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graphs. Furthermore, it has a decidable word problem provided the corresponding
free semigroup inV does and the finite members ofSl©m V are recursively enumerable.

PROOF. It is well known [6] that a residually finite, finitely generated algebra
defined by a recursive set of relations has decidable word problem if its finite images
are recursively enumerable. Under our hypotheses, this is the case forFV.A/Sl.

COROLLARY 5.14. SupposeV is defined by a recursive set of equations of the form
uw−1 = u, whereu = vw, whose validity can be effectively tested in finite inverse
semigroups; thenFV.A/ has decidable word problem for any finite setA. In particular,
the variety defined by the equationtm = tm+n with n ≤ m has these properties.

PROOF. By Corollary 5.3, the varietyV is fixed by the expansion. /Sl whence
FV.A/ = FV.A/Sl and hence is residually finite. The result now follows from the
above theorem.

A similar argument to the above ones shows the following.

PROPOSITION5.15. Let S be an inverse semigroup with a recursive presentation
over a finite setA consisting of relations of the formuw−1 = u, whereu = vw, which
can effectively be checked in finiteA-generated inverse semigroups. ThenS has a
decidable word problem.

We mention that the expansionSGp which relates toGp ©m V (whereGp is the
variety of groups) in the same way thatSSl relates toSl©m V was investigated in [13].
The reader is also referred to [17].

6. A generalized prefix expansion

In [3], Birget and Rhodes introduce an expansion of semigroups called theprefix
expansion. If S is a semigroup, thenSPr consists of all pairs.X; s/ whereX is finite
subset ofS1 containing 1 ands and which is an≤R-chain. The multiplication is given
by .X; s/.Y; t/ = .X∪sY; st/. This semigroup is generated by the elements.{1; s}; s/
and two words inS+ map to the same element ofSPr if and only if they map to the same
element ofS and their set of prefixes map to the same set of elements ofS (whence
the name). Now ifG is a group, then every finite subset is an≤R-chain andGPr is
an inverse semigroup where the inverse of.X; g/ is .g−1X; g−1/, and the projection
�G : GPr → G is idempotent-pure. In fact, it is easy to see that.X; g/ ≤ .X ′; g′/ if
and only ifg = g′ andX ′ ⊆ X. Thus, for eachg ∈ G, the setg�−1

G has a maximum
element, namely.{1; g}; g/, whenceGPr is what is called anF-inverse monoid [10].
Our goal in this section is to generalize this expansion to inverse semigroups. A
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word of caution: for the remainder of this paper, ifS is an inverse semigroup, the
notation SPr will denote our new prefix expansion of inverse semigroups andnot
the Birget-Rhodes prefix expansion; in general the two only coincide on the class of
groups.

6.1. Dual Prehomomorphisms andF-morphisms First we try to motivate why we
wish to do this. In [22], Szendrei showed thatGPr is the universalF-inverse monoid
with maximal group imageG. That is, given anyF-inverse monoidI with maximal
group homomorphism¦ : I → G, there is a unique homomorphism : GPr → I
such that.max.g�−1

G // = max.g¦−1/.
The first author and Kellendonk [9] then showed thatGPr has another important

universal property. To describe it, we must introduce some further concepts. The
function�∗

G : G → GPr given byg�∗
G = max.g�−1

G / has the properties:

(1) g1�
∗
Gg2�

∗
G ≤ g1g2�

∗
G;

(2) g−1�∗
G = .g�∗

G/
−1.

Such a function between inverse semigroups is called adual prehomomorphism. As
motivation for considering them, we mention partial actions of an inverse semigroup
on a set, a concept we now introduce. SupposeS is an inverse semigroup acting on
a setY by partial bijections andX ⊆ Y. Then there is apartial action of S on X
by restriction. The induced map fromS to I .X/ (the symmetric inverse monoid on
X) is an order-preserving dual prehomomorphism. This will be touched on again in
Section6.5.

It turns out that the map�∗
G considered above is universal amongst all dual preho-

momorphisms fromG to an inverse semigroup; that is, all dual prehomomorphisms
' : G → I factor through�∗

G followed by a homomorphism. This result is due
to Kellendonk and Lawson [9], developing an earlier result of Exel [7]. We shall
shortly see that it follows from the result of Szendrei. Relationships between dual
prehomomorphisms andF-inverse monoids can also be found in [16].

The following lemma is straightforward, but of frequent enough use to be worth
isolating.

LEMMA 6.1. Let � : S → T be a dual prehomomorphism ande ∈ E.S/. Then
e� ∈ E.T/.

PROOF. We have the following:e� = e�.e�/−1e� = e�e�e� ≤ e�e� ≤ e� .

Suppose' : S → T is a surjective morphism of inverse semigroups such thatt'−1

has a maximum element for eacht ∈ T . Define'∗ : T → Sby t'∗ = maxt'−1; then
'∗ is a dual prehomomorphism. We call' an F-morphismif '∗ is order-preserving.
Note thatS is anF-inverse monoid if and only if the natural surjection to its maximal
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group image is anF-morphism. One can check that a surjective morphism' is an
F-morphism if and only if it has a right adjoint (viewed as a map of partially ordered
sets). See [4] for more on homomorphisms of partially ordered semigroups which
have right adjoints.

Observe that the assumption that'∗ be order-preserving is not redundant. Indeed,
let S = {x; y; xy} be a free semilattice onx andy andT = {0; 1} (with multiplication).
Define' : S → T by x' = 1, y' = 0. Thenx = max 1'−1 andy = max 0'−1, but
y = 0'∗ � x = 1'∗. Thus' is not anF-morphism.

We now aim to show thatF-morphisms play the same role in the theory of
idempotent-pure homomorphisms thatF-inverse monoids play in the theory ofE-
unitary inverse semigroups; see [10, Chapter 7] for an exposition of this.

We mention that theF in F-morphism stands forfermémeaning closed in French.
This is because the order-preserving dual prehomomorphism''∗ is a closure function
on S. A closure functionÞ : S → S is an order-preserving dual prehomomorphism
such thats ≤ sÞ andsÞ = sÞÞ. Note thatÞ is then a closure operator onS (that
is, an idempotent, increasing, order-preserving endomorphism of a partially ordered
set). One can then prove the following straightforward lemma on closure functions.

LEMMA 6.2. LetÞ : S → Sbe a closure function. Then

(1) s ∈ E.S/ if and only ifsÞ ∈ E.S/;
(2) .ab/Þ = .aÞb/Þ = .abÞ/Þ = .aÞbÞ/Þ.

PROOF. If s ∈ E.S/, thensÞ ∈ E.S/ by Lemma6.1. If sÞ ∈ E.S/, thens ≤ sÞ,
sos ∈ E.S/. The second assertion is trivial.

COROLLARY 6.3. Let' : S → T be anF-morphism. Then' is idempotent-pure.

PROOF. Supposes� is idempotent; thens��∗ is an idempotent by Lemma6.1.
Since��∗ is a closure function,s ∈ E.S/, as desired (using Lemma6.2).

If Þ is a closure function, then the set of closed elementsSÞ can be made into an
inverse semigroup via the multiplications · t = .st/Þ. Moreover,Þ : S → .SÞ; ·/ is
an F-morphism withÞÞ∗ = Þ. Conversely, if' : S → T is an F-morphism, then
.S''∗; ·/ is isomorphic toT and theF-morphisms commute with the isomorphisms.
Thus the study ofF-morphisms fromS is the same as the study of closure functions
on S.

To highlight the importance ofF-morphisms, we prove two factorization results
for idempotent-pure surmorphisms of inverse semigroups. The first is a new result
generalizing the fact that anyE-unitary inverse semigroup embeds in anF-inverse
monoid [10]; our proof, in fact, generalizes the proof of this older result. We then
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deduce, as a consequence, a result of Billhardt [1] on factoring idempotent-pure
homomorphisms through½-semidirect products.

As background, we recall some classical results and definitions about partially
ordered semigroups.

A partially ordered semigroup is, of course, a semigroup equipped with a partial
ordering which is compatible with the multiplication.

Let S andT be partially ordered semigroups. McFadden [14] defines a morphism
� : S → T to be anm-homomorphismif for eacha ∈ S the seta��−1 has a maximum
elementma such thata ≤ b impliesma ≤ mb.

In what follows, every inverse semigroup is partially ordered with respect to its
natural partial order. The following lemma is straightforward and we leave it to the
reader.

LEMMA 6.4. Let � : S → T be a surjective homomorphism between inverse
semigroups. Then� is anm-homomorphism if and only if it is anF-morphism.

It follows that our notion of an ‘F-morphism’ is a special case of McFadden’s
notion of an ‘m-homomorphism’.

O’Carroll [15, Theorem 3] proves the following result. Let� : S → T be a
surjective order preserving homomorphism of partially ordered semigroupsS andT .

Then� can be factored� = jþ whereS
j→ M.S/

þ→ T with j an order preserving
embedding,þ a surjective order preservingm-homomorphism, andM.S/ a partially
ordered semigroup constructed fromSandT .

We would like to prove the analog of this result for inverse semigroups. However,
in the case thatS andT are both inverse, one finds that in general,M.S/ need not
be inverse. Indeed, since injections andF-morphisms are idempotent-pure, only
surjective idempotent-pure maps can have a factorization as an inclusion followed by
an F-morphism.

Thus in seeking to formulate the analog of O’Carroll’s result above, we must restrict
our attention to surjective idempotent pure homomorphisms.

We need two lemmas. Recall that a subsetA of an inverse semigroup is said to be
compatibleif, for all a; b ∈ A, ab−1 anda−1b are idempotents.

LEMMA 6.5. Let ' : S → T be a morphism of inverse semigroups. Then' is
idempotent-pure if and only ifA ⊆ T compatible, impliesA'−1 is compatible.

PROOF. Suppose' is idempotent-pure andA ⊆ T is compatible. Leta; b ∈ A'−1.
Then.ab−1/' = a'.b'/−1 ∈ E.T/ sinceA is compatible. Thusab−1 ∈ E.S/ since'
is idempotent-pure; duallya−1b ∈ E.S/.

Conversely, suppose'−1 preserves compatibility ande ∈ E.T/. Thene'−1 is a
compatible set. Ifa ∈ e'−1, then so areaa−1 anda−1. Hencea = .aa−1/.a−1/−1 ∈
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E.S/, as desired.

The following lemma is evident.

LEMMA 6.6. Suppose' : S → T is an F-morphism andT ′ ⊆ T is an inverse
subsemigroup. LetS′ = T ′'−1 and let'′ : S′ → T ′ be the restriction. Then'′ is an
F-morphism.

THEOREM 6.7. Let � : S → T be a surjective idempotent-pure homomorphism
between inverse semigroups. Then there is an inverse semigroupM.S/, an embedding
j : S → M.S/, and anF-morphismþ : M.S/ → T such that� = jþ.

PROOF. We use the Schein completionC.S/ of the inverse semigroupS (see [10,
18]). The inverse semigroupC.S/ consists of all compatible order ideals ofS. There
is an embedding�S : S → C.S/ given bys 7→ [s], the principal order ideal generated
by s. Similarly, we can considerC.T/ and�.T/. The reader should compare with the
proof of [10, Proposition 7.1.4].

Define2 : C.S/ → C.T/ by A2 = A� . Since� is surjective,A� is a compatible
order ideal. Clearly2 is a homomorphism. Notice that��T = �S2, so2 extends� .
We show that2 is anF-morphism. LetB ∈ C.T/. ThenB�−1 ∈ C.S/by Lemma6.5.
SinceB�−12 = B,2 is surjective. Moreover, we clearly haveB�−1 = maxB2−1.

Let M.S/ = T�T2−1. Let us no longer distinguishS�S from S, and likewiseT�T
from T . ThenS ⊆ M.S/ and the restriction2′ : M.S/ → T of 2 is anF-morphism
by Lemma6.6. Since2′ extends� , the result follows.

Note that Theorem6.7, when restricted to the case whereT is a group, shows that
eachE-unitary inverse semigroup embeds in anF-inverse monoid.

As a corollary we obtain the following result of Billhardt [1].

COROLLARY 6.8. Let� : S → T be a surjective idempotent-pure homomorphism of
inverse semigroups. Then there is a½-semidirect productEo½ T with E a semilattice,
and an embedding� : S → Eo½ T such that� = �³ where³ is the semidirect product
projection.

PROOF. By Theorem6.7, � = jþ with j an embedding andþ : M.S/ → T
an F-morphism. The congruence associated toþ is clearly a Billhardt congruence
(see [1, 10] for the definition). Hence, by [10, Theorem 5.3.5],þ can be factored
i³ wherei : M.S/ → K erþT o½ T is an inclusion and³ is the semidirect product
projection. Setting� = j i , we are done.

This result is also proved in [8] and can be deduced from the techniques of [19].
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We thank the anonymous referee for pointing out that our Theorem6.7can, in turn,
be deduced from Bilhardt’s theorem and so the two results are formally equivalent.

We have thus far seen how we can associate an order-preserving dual prehomomor-
phism to anyF-morphism. Now we complete the connection by going in the opposite
direction.

PROPOSITION 6.9. Let  : T → S be an order-preserving dual prehomomor-
phism. Then there exists an inverse semigroupI , an F-morphism' : I → T , and a
homomorphism² : I → S such that = �'².

PROOF. Let I = {.s; t/ ∈ S× T | s ≤ t }. We claimI is an inverse subsemigroup
of S× T . Indeed, if.s1; t1/; .s2; t2/ ∈ I , then

t1 t2 ≤ .t1t2/ 

so s1s2 ≤ .t1t2/ . Closure under inverse follows easily sincet−1 = .t /−1. The
projection' to T is anF-morphism since.t ; t/ = max.t'−1/ by definition ofI , and
if t1 ≤ t2 ∈ T , thent1 ≤ t2 so.t1 ; t1/ ≤ .t2 ; t2/. Finally, if ² is the projection
to S, then'∗² =  .

One says that anF-morphism� : U → T is universal amongstF-morphisms to
T if whenever there is anF-morphism : S → T , there is a unique homomorphism
Þ : U → Swith � = Þ and�∗Þ =  ∗. If such an inverse semigroupU exists, it must
be unique up to isomorphism by the usual argument. One says that an order-preserving
dual prehomomorphism� : T → U is universal amongst order-preserving dual
prehomomorphisms fromT if, given any dual order-preserving prehomomorphism
 : T → S, there is a unique homomorphism² : U → S such that = �². Again,
if such an inverse semigroupU exists, it must be unique up to isomorphism.

THEOREM 6.10. Let T be an inverse semigroup. Then if� : U → T is universal
amongstF-morphisms toT , the associated dual prehomomorphism�∗ : T → U is
universal amongst order-preserving dual prehomomorphisms fromT .

PROOF. Let  : T → S be a dual prehomomorphism and letI , ², and' be as in
the proof of Proposition6.9. Then there exists a homomorphismÞ : U → I such
thatÞ' = � and�∗Þ = '∗. So = '∗² = �∗Þ². The uniqueness follows since if
 = �∗þ with þ : U → S, then = þ × � : U → I is a morphism satisfying the
properties demanded ofÞ. Hence = Þ. Butþ = ² = Þ².

Specializing to the case whereT is a group, we have by [22] that �T : TPr → T
is universal amongstF-morphisms toT . Hence, Theorem6.10shows thatTPr has
the universal property proved by Kellendonk and Lawson [9]. That is, given any
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dual prehomomorphism� : T → S with S an inverse semigroup, there is a unique
homomorphism' : TPr → Ssuch that�∗

T' = � .
One might be tempted to prove a converse to Theorem6.10. However, there is no

need to do so. Once we show that universalF-morphisms exist, it will follow that
universal dual prehomomorphisms exist and (by uniqueness) are constructed from
F-morphisms in the above fashion.

6.2.L -representations SinceF-morphisms are idempotent-pure (by Corollary6.3),
we can use the general theory of idempotent-pure homomorphisms to study them [10].
We begin by characterizing theL-representations of such inverse semigroups [10].
We briefly recall McAlister-O’Carroll triples. LetS be an inverse semigroup,X a
partially ordered set, andY an order ideal ofX which is a semilattice in the induced
order. LetI .X;≤/ be the inverse monoid of order isomorphisms (acting on the left)
between order ideals ofX. If P is a partially ordered set andp ∈ P, then[p] will
denote the order ideal generated byp. A McAlister-O’Carroll triple .;q;Y/ consists
of a morphism : S → I .X;≤/ and a surjective morphismq : Y → E.S/ such
that:

(1) .S /Y = X.
(2) For eachy ∈ Y ande ∈ E.S/, y ∈ dom.e / if and only if yq ≤ e.
(3) For eachs ∈ S, there existsy ∈ Y such thatyq = ss−1 and.s−1 /.y/ ∈ Y.

Usually, we denote.s /.x/ by sx. If .;q;Y/ is a McAlister-O’Carroll triple, then
one obtains an inverse semigroup

L.;q;Y/ = {.y; s/ ∈ Y × S | yq = ss−1; s−1y ∈ Y}

with product given by.x; s/.y; t/ = .s.s−1x ∧ y/; st/. The natural partial order turns
out to be the product order. One can show thatE.L.;q;Y// ∼= Y and that the
projection toS is surjective and idempotent-pure. Conversely, see for instance [10], if
' : T → S is a surjective idempotent-pure morphism, thenT ∼= L.;q;Y/ for some
McAlister-O’Carroll triple .;q;Y/ and under this isomorphism,' is transformed
into the projection. One calls this anL-representationof T . SinceF-morphisms
are always idempotent-pure, we can attempt to characterize them in terms of theirL-
representations. In the case thatS is a group, and so one is considering anF-inverse
monoidT , it is well known [10] that, in theL-representation ofT , X is a semilattice
and Y is a semilattice with maximum. Our characterization ofF-morphisms will
generalize this.

For s ∈ S, we setsd = ss−1 and sr = s−1s. It is shown in [10] that, given
a McAlister-O’Carroll triple.;q;Y/, there is a unique order-preserving surjection
p : X → E.S/ extendingq such that:

(1) dom.e / = [e]p−1 for e ∈ E.S/.
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(2) If xp = sr , then.sx/p = sd.

From now on we supress from the notation.
We shall need the following lemma about McAlister-O’Carroll triples.

LEMMA 6.11. Suppose.;q;Y/ is a McAlister-O’Carroll triple andx ∈ X. Then
there existy ∈ Y ands ∈ S such thatyq = sr andsy = x.

PROOF. By assumption,x = sy for somey ∈ Y ands ∈ S. Thusy ∈ dom.sr/
whenceyq ≤ sr . Theny ∈ dom.yq/ so yqy = y. Hencex = sy = s.yq/y and
.s.yq//r = yqsr.yq/ = yq. Sos.yq/ is as desired.

PROPOSITION6.12. Let.;q;Y/be a McAlister-O’Carroll triple andp be as above.
Then the projection' : L.;q;Y/ → S is an F-morphism if and only if for each
e ∈ E.S/, pairs of elements ofep−1 have a meet,eq−1 has a maximum element, and
the functione 7→ max.eq−1/ is order-preserving.

PROOF. Suppose that the latter condition holds. We show that' is anF-morphism.
Fore ∈ E.S/, let ye = max.eq−1/ and lets ∈ S. Then.sysr/p = sd so

ysd ∧ sysr ∈ sdq−1

(recall: Y is an order ideal). Also

s−1.ysd ∧ sysr / ≤ s−1sysr = ysr

and hence is inY. Thus.ysd ∧ sysr ; s/ ∈ L.;q;Y/. Suppose.y; s/ ∈ L.;q;Y/.
We claim thaty ≤ ysd ∧ sysr . Indeed,yq = sd so y ≤ ysd. But s−1y ∈ srq−1 so
s−1y ≤ ysr whencey ≤ sysr . It follows that.ysd ∧ sysr ; s/ is the maximum element
of s'−1. Supposes1 ≤ s2, thens1d ≤ s2d ands1r ≤ s2r , so ys1d ≤ ys2d and similarly
ys1r ≤ ys2r . Thus

s1ys1r = s2ys1r ≤ s2ys2r

so.ys1d ∧ s1ys1r ; s1/ ≤ .ys2d ∧ s2ys2r ; s2/. Hence the projection is anF-morphism.
Suppose that the projection' : L.;q;Y/ → S is an F-morphism. To show

that pairs of elements ofep−1 have a meet, it suffices to show that, forx ∈ ep−1

and y ∈ eq−1, there existsx ∧ y. Indeed, suppose we have shown this and that
x; x′ ∈ ep−1. Then, by Lemma6.11, x′ = sz for somez ∈ Y ands ∈ S such that
zq = sr . Soe = x′ p = sd whences−1x exists and.s−1x/p = sr . Thereforez∧ s−1x
ands.z∧s−1x/ exist. But it is then straightforward to verify thatx ∧ x′ = s.z∧s−1x/.

Supposex ∈ ep−1 and y ∈ eq−1. Let x = sz with z ∈ Y and zq = sr . Then
e = .sz/p = sd. Let .k; s/ = max.s'−1/. Thenkq = sd so y ∧ k exists. But
.y ∧ k/q = sd, sos−1.y ∧ k/ exists. Also, sinces−1k ∈ Y andY is an order ideal,
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s−1.y∧k/ ∈ Y. Thus we can takes−1.y∧k/∧zwhich is inY. It is then straightforward
to check thatq of this expression issr . So leth = s.s−1.y ∧ k/ ∧ z/. We claim
h = x ∧ y. Indeed,h ≤ sz = x. Also h ≤ ss−1y = y. Suppose thatj ≤ x; y.
Then j p ≤ e = sd so s−1 j ≤ s−1x = z. Hence j ; s−1 j ∈ Y and jq ≤ e = sd.
So . j ; jqs/ ∈ L.;q;Y/. Suppose.k′; jqs/ = max.. jqs/'−1/. Thenk′ ≤ k and
j ≤ k′, so j ≤ k. Putting this all together, we see thats−1 j ≤ s−1.y∧k/∧ zso j ≤ h.

We now show thateq−1 has a maximum. Let.y; e/ = max.e'−1/. Suppose
y′ ∈ eq−1. Then .y′; e/ ∈ L.;q;Y/ so y′ ≤ y. It follows immediately that
e 7→ max.eq−1/ preserves order sincee 7→ max.e'−1/ preserves order.

6.3. The expansion For each inverse semigroupS, we shall construct an inverse
semigroupSPr together with anF-morphism�S : SPr → S which will be the uni-
versalF-morphism toS. The constructionS 7→ SPr is functorial and the surjective
morphisms�S for the components of a natural transformation from. /Pr to the identity
functor. It follows that. /Pr is an expansion of inverse semigroups.

We shall constructSPr by first constructing a McAlister-O’Carroll triple fromS
which satisfies Proposition6.12of Section6.2. This will enable us to buildSPr and
�S explicitly. We shall then prove that�S is the required universalF-morphism.
The triple.S;qS;YS/ will be constructed in several stages with various intermediary
propositions which prove that things are well defined.

This expansion will be similar toSSl, only we will takeSas the generating set and
we shall be interested only in vertices of Schützenberger graphs rather than subgraphs.

For those readers preferring a more direct construction, the reader is referred to
Proposition6.16.

If A is a set, we usePfin.A/ for the collection of non-empty finite subsets ofA. Let

XS = {A | A ∈ Pfin.Re/ for some e ∈ E.S/}
and

YS = {A ∈ XS | A ∩ E.S/ 6= ∅}:
SupposeA ∈ Pfin.Re/ andB ∈ Pfin.Rf /. DefineA ∧ B = f A ∪ eB. It is easy to see
that A ∧ B ∈ Pfin.Ref/. Also note thatA ∧ A = eA∪ eA= A andA ∧ B = B ∧ A.
So XS is a semilattice.

PROPOSITION6.13. Let A ∈ Pfin.Re/ and B ∈ Pfin.Rf /. ThenA ≤ B if and only if
e ≤ f andeB ⊆ A.

PROOF. SupposeA ≤ B. ThenA = A∧ B = f A∪ eB ∈ Pfin.Ref / soe = ef and
eB ⊆ A. For the converse,A ∧ B = f A ∪ eB = A ∪ eB = A.

It is now easy to see thatYS is an order ideal (and hence a semilattice in its induced
order). DefineS : S → I .XS;≤/ as follows:
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(1) dom.sS/ = {A ∈ XS | A ∈ Pfin.Re/; e ≤ sr};
(2) s .A/ = {sa | a ∈ A}.

Again, we supress and merely writes A. This action is, in some sense, induced by
the Preston-Wagner representation ofSand the usual left action ofSon its power set.
If S is a semigroup,s ∈ S, and X ⊆ S, then we will also lets X = {sx | x ∈ X}.
There should be no confusion since the above actions differ only in their domain of
definition.

PROPOSITION6.14. The functionS is a well-defined homomorphism.

PROOF. First note that dom.sS/ is an order ideal. Also, it is easy to see that

ran.sS/ = {A ∈ XS | A ∈ Pfin.Re/; e ≤ sd}:

SupposeA ≤ B ∈ dom.sS/, A ∈ Pfin.Re/, B ∈ Pfin.Rf /, ande; f ≤ sr . Then
e ≤ f andeB ⊆ A; soses−1 ≤ s f s−1. Now ses−1s B = seB⊆ s A. Thuss B ≤ s A.
We note thats−1S is the inverse morphism tosS and sos is an isomorphism of
order ideals ofX.

Now dom..st/S/ = {A ∈ XS | A ∈ Pfin.Re/; e ≤ t−1sr t}. However, forA ∈
dom.tS/, t A ∈ dom.sS/ if and only if A ∈ Pfin.Re/ with e ≤ t−1t andtet−1 ≤ s−1s
which is if and only ife = t−1tet−1t ≤ t−1sr t . In this case.st/A = s.t A/.

Define qS : YS → E.S/ by letting, for A ∈ Pfin.Re/, AqS = e. ThenqS is a
surjective homomorphism. SupposeA ∈ Pfin.Re/ and lets ∈ A. Thensd = e and
s−1 A ∈ YS. If A ∈ YS ande ∈ E.S/, then A ∈ dom.eS/ if and only if Aq ≤ e.
Finally, if s ∈ S, thenRsd ∈ YS, RsdqS = ss−1 ands−1Rsd ∈ YS.

We have thus proved the following.

THEOREM6.15. .S;qS;YS/ is a McAlister-O’Carroll triple.

Note that ifA ∈ Pfin.Re/, thenApS = e wherepS is the extension ofqS to XS.
We let SPr = L.S;qS;YS/ and �S : SPr → S be the projection. Then, by

Proposition6.12, �S is anF-morphism. Indeed, sinceXS is a semilattice, we just need
to show thateq−1

S has a maximum element for eache ∈ E.S/ and that the function
e 7→ max.eq−1

S / preserves order. But clearly{e} is such a maximum element and if
e ≤ f , then{e} ≤ { f }. Finally, note that if : S → T is a homomorphism of inverse
semigroups, then there is an induced morphism ∗ : SPr → TPr sending.A; s/ to
.A ; s /. Clearly� is a natural transformation to the identity functor.

We now wish to give a description ofSPr in terms of the operation of union on
Pfin.S/ and the usual left action ofSon this set.
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PROPOSITION6.16. SPr = {.A; s/ ∈ XS × S | sd; s ∈ A} with multiplication:

.A; s/.B; t/ = .stt−1s−1 A ∪ s B; st/:

PROOF. If .A; s/ ∈ SPr, thenA ∈ YS and AqS = sd, whencesd ∈ A. Also, since
s−1 A ∈ YS, s−1s ∈ s−1 A and sos ∈ A. Conversely, ifsd; s ∈ A, thenA; s−1 A ∈ YS

andAq = sd. So.A; s/ ∈ SPr. As for the multiplication,

.A; s/.B; t/ = .s.s−1 A ∧ B/; st/

by definition of multiplication in anL-semigroup, but

s−1 A ∧ B = t t−1s−1 A ∪ s−1s B;

sos.s−1 A ∧ B/ = stt−1s−1 A ∪ s B. The result follows.

If S is a group, thenXS = Pfin.S/ and the above result shows thatSPr is the usual
prefix expansion ofS. Note that if S is finite, thenXS is finite whenceSPr is also
finite.

It is easy to see thatSPr is a subsemigroup of the½-semidirect productPfin.S/o½ S.
All that remains is to show that�S is universal.

THEOREM6.17. Let S be an inverse semigroup. Then the morphism�S : SPr → S
is universal amongstF-morphisms toS.

PROOF. Let .;q;Y/ be a McAlister-O’Carroll triple as in Proposition6.12. Let p
be the extension ofq to X. Fore ∈ E.S/, we letye = max.eq−1/. Since morphisms in
the comma category of idempotent-pure morphisms overScorrespond to morphisms
(in the obvious sense) of McAlister-O’Carroll triples, we just need to show that there
is a unique morphism : XS → X preserving the structure of a McAlister-O’Carroll
triple, satisfying

{sd; s} = ysd ∧ sysr :(∗)

The induced morphism : SPr → L.;q;Y/ defined by × 1S will then be the
unique morphism preserving maxima.

Let A ∈ X, ApS = e. We define by A = ∧
s∈A sysr . Sinces ∈ A, sd = e

and so.sysr /p = sd. Thus, by hypothesis on.;q;Y/, A is well defined. Also,
 q = qS (obvious) andYS ⊆ Y (since, forA ∈ YS, yq ∈ A, soA ≤ yqyyq = yyq).
Clearly,{sd; s} = ysd ∧ sysr .

To see that preserves order, suppose thatA ≤ B with A ∈ Pfin.Re/, B ∈ Pfin.Rf /.
Thene ≤ f andeB ⊆ A. Observe that, fort ∈ B, .et/r = t−1et ≤ t−1t = tr , so
y.et/r ≤ ytr whence.et/y.et/r = ty.et/r ≤ tytr . Therefore,

A ≤
∧
t∈B

.et/y.et/r ≤ B :
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Now we show that |YS preserves meets. LetA; B ∈ YS. Since preserves order,
we need only showA ∧ B ≤ .A ∧ B/ . SupposeAqS = e, BqS = f . Now

.A ∧ B/ = . f A ∪ eB/ =
∧
s∈A

f sy. f s/r ∧
∧
t∈B

ety.et/r :

On the other hand,

A ∧ B =
∧
s∈A

sysr ∧
∧
t∈B

tytr =
∧
s∈A

.sysr ∧ yf / ∧
∧
t∈B

.tytr ∧ ye/;

where the last equality follows becausee ∈ A, f ∈ B. Thus, it suffices to show that,
for s ∈ A, sysr ∧ yf ≤ f sy. f s/r and dually fort ∈ B.

SinceY is an ideal,sysr ∧ yf ∈ Y. Also .sysr /p = e, so.sysr ∧ yf /q ≤ ef whence
sysr ∧ yf ≤ yef . Sinceyef ≤ yf ,

sysr ∧ yf = sysr ∧ yf ∧ yef = sysr ∧ yef :

Now observes−1.sysr ∧ yef / ≤ ysr ∧ s−1yef . However, the latter isysr ∧ s−1 f yef .
But

.ysr ∧ s−1 f yef /q ≤ sr.s−1 f /d = s−1 f s = . f s/r ;

so ysr ∧ s−1yef ≤ y. f s/r . We concludes−1.sysr ∧ yf / ≤ y. f s/r whencesysr ∧ yf ≤
sy. f s/r = f sy. f s/r , as desired.

Finally, we show that preserves the action. Suppose thatt ∈ S and Ap ≤ tr .
Then, fors ∈ A, .ts/r = s−1t−1ts ≤ s−1s ands−1s = s−1ss−1s ≤ s−1t−1ts = .ts/r
(sincess−1 ≤ t−1t) whence.ts/r = sr . So

.t A/ =
∧
s∈t A

sysr =
∧
s∈A

tsy.ts/r =
∧
s∈A

tsysr :

But it is easy to check that multiplication byt preserves finite meets (since it is an
order isomorphism with inverse, multiplication byt−1) so the right hand side ist .A /.

To show that is unique, suppose− : XS → X induces another morphism of
McAlister-O’Carroll triples satisfying (∗). First of all, since, for allA ∈ XS, A = s B
for somes ∈ S, B ∈ YS, and since− preserves the action, it suffices to show that−

agrees with on YS. Let A = {e; s1; : : : ; sn} ∈ YS with AqS = e. Then

A = {e; s1} ∪ · · · ∪ {e; sn} = {e; s1} ∧ · · · ∧ {e; sn}:

Since, for alli , {e; si }− = ye ∧ si ysi r by (∗), and since− |YS preserves meets, it follow
that A− = ∧

s∈A.ye ∧ sysr / = A (sincee ∈ A).
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6.4. Structure We now study the structure ofSPr . The following results are
straightforward deductions from the structure ofL-semigroups.

PROPOSITION6.18. Let Sbe an inverse semigroup.

(1) .A; s/ ≤ .B; t/ if and only ifs ≤ t andss−1B ⊆ A.
(2) .A; s/R.B; t/ if and only if A = B.
(3) .A; s/L.B; t/ if and only ifs−1 A = t−1B.
(4) Let .A; e/ ∈ E.SPr/ and H ′

e = {s ∈ He | s A = A}. Then�S induces an
isomorphism ofH.A;e/ with H ′

e.
(5) .A; s/D.B; t/ if and only if there existsu ∈ Ssuch thatud = sr , u ∈ s−1 A, and

u−1s−1 A = B.

COROLLARY 6.19. TheR-classes ofSPr are finite; henceSPr is residually finite.
Moreover, if the maximal subgroups ofS are torsion-free, thenSPr is combinatorial.

PROOF. The first assertion follow from Proposition6.18 (2) since there are only
finitely many elements ofSPr of the form.A; s/ (sinceA is finite). The last assertion
follows since theH-classes ofSPr must then be finite and, by Proposition6.18(4),
are isomorphic to subgroups of the maximal subgroups ofS.

We end this subsection by observing thatSPr is generated byS via the map

s 7→ .{sd; s}; s/:

Indeed, this follows from the universal property since ifT ⊆ SPr is the inverse
subsemigroup generated by the elements of the form.{sd; s}; s/, then the restriction
�S|T : T → Swould be anF-morphism and would be universal. Since the projection
from SPr is idempotent-pure, there is a natural surjective morphism : SSl → SPr

(where we viewSas generated byS). This allows an alternate proof that ifS is finite,
then so isSPr. This map is easily seen to take a pair.X; s/ to the pair.Ver.X/; s/
(defined earlier).

6.5. Applications Our main application is to partial actions of inverse semigroups.
A partial action of an inverse semigroupS on a setX consists of an order-preserving
dual prehomomorphism� : S → I .X/. These most commonly arise from a restricting
an action ofS by partial bijections of a setY to a subsetX ⊆ Y. We say the partial
action isgraded if there is a mapp : X → E.S/ such that: for each idempotent
e ∈ E.S/, there existsex if and only if xp ≤ e; if xp = s−1s, then.sx/p = ss−1.
The first and third author can show that all graded partial actions arise from restricting
actions to a subset; that is, extending the terminology of [9], graded partial actions can
be globalized. It is not apparent this is true of all partial actions of inverse semigroups.
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For applications of partial group actions, see Exel [7] and the first author and
Kellendonk [9].

PROPOSITION6.20. Let S be an inverse semigroup andX a set. Then all partial
actions ofS on X are of the form�∗

S' where' : SPr → I .X/ is an action.

PROOF. By the universal property ofSPr and by Theorem6.10, there exists a
bijection between homomorphisms' : SPr → I .X/ and order-preserving dual pre-
homomorphisms� : S → I .X/ given by' 7→ �∗

S'.
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